Paris Match
Jazz in the Feminine
Airelle Besson and Louise Jallu are lighting up this spring season with their two colorful albums.
Besides music, Airelle Besson and Louise Jallu have quite a few little things in common. For
starters, neither one of them have let these past months grind them down. Just the opposite.
Since they couldn’t perform anywhere with their bands, they recorded new albums. The sixth
for Airelle, the third for Louise. Both also lead their respective quartets, and both play an
instrument more generally ascribed to gentlemen. Airelle is a trumpet player and Louise a
bandoneon player. […]
Louise began playing at age 5 at the school of music in her home town, Gennevilliers. It had a
bandoneon class. “Children get a smaller, lighter instrument with fewer buttons. And so, they
can learn Piazzolla with simplified scores.” The school’s roster of teachers include Cesar Stroscio,
who founded the Cuarteto Cedron in Buenos Aires, and Juan Jose Mosalini, who used to
perform with Ástor Piazzolla. They noticed right away that this little girl had a passion for tango.
“The deeper you dive into Piazzolla’s music,” she says, “the more you realize the need to

abandon the obvious and draw from his secret mechanisms instead.” Her latest album, Piazzolla
2021, is a free and adventurous interpretation of the maestro’s music. We can also sense in her
improvisations the audacious influences of Thelonious Monk and Béla Bartók. The album
features ten compositions by Piazzolla and one that she signs (as well as all the arrangements),
but she views the ensemble as one work that ought to be played in its entirety. “We were
scheduled to create the concert back in January at the Philarmonie,” she says, “but this couldn’t
take place. But I’m counting on rebounding with it, taking it on tour, as soon our we get our
normal lives back once again.” It remains to be seen when…
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